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**Introduction**

**Problem**
The problem we aim to solve is the difficulty of use of classic door key locks especially when under adverse conditions such as frozen debris, low light levels, inebriation, or disabilities such as parkinsons or blindness making location and use of these locks a challenge. For example, resources for people who are blind on unlocking doors and managing keys can be found [here](#). While there is not a formal study done on it, a quick google search shows resources for people who are blind or those afflicted with parkinsons on how to renovate their homes or homes of loved ones to make lives simpler. Examples of that can be found [here](#) and [here](#).

However, not everyone is able to undertake such drastic measures for home renovations and some likely cannot afford the home itself. For college students or any age range, renting an apartment may be the best and only option available to them. Modern solutions for example found [here](#) require replacing the previous door lock entirely. For those of us renting a place, that might not be an option since we could lose our security deposit either screwing in new mounts to the door or since the locks are swapped it could lock landlords out from inspections or apartment showings which is a new problem entirely.

**Solution**
Our solution is to create a renter friendly system that works in tandem with current infrastructure on your door and will mount with the deadbolt lock. Since our solution will be mounting using the same screw and friction system the deadbolt lock uses, our product will slip into the deadbolt position without marking up or requiring new screw holes to be installed on the door and losing security deposit etc after you move out.

Our solution will be an RFID scanner mounted on the deadbolt that will be connected to an inner pcb system to ensure the RFID tag is allowed to open this door and will then power a linear actuator to rotate the deadbolt into the unlocked position. The whole system will also be powered by induction where the RFID tag will be housed with a powerbank with remote power transmitter. The doors RFID scanner will also have a remote power receiver coil that when the RFID tag is scanned on the door the bank and transmitter will also be in contact to wirelessly...
power the system. This will ensure the RFID door system will never require a battery change out and also only be useful when a proper RFID tag is touching it which is an indirect security measure.

**Visual Aid**

Mounted on a door deadbolt similar to this one

![Deadbolt with keys](image1)

**Figure 1.1** Shows a deadbolt with keys in it from the outside view

![Deadbolt lock](image2)

**Figure 1.2** Shows a deadbolt lock for both the inside and outside of the door
Figure 1.3 Shows initial idea in a visual aid of the indoor housing of our system
Figure 1.4 Shows the outdoor view of the deadbolt door lock

Underneath the RFID pad will be where the power receiver lies so that when the tag is scanned the powerbank and transmitter are also in contact with the receiver inside the door unit.

**High Level Requirements**

1. Does not require the battery to be replaced, main power method is through the wireless transmitter/transceiver bank

2. The CPU is fast enough to process RFID and turn door lock since the bank has to be held to the scanner for the system to have power (aim for under 30 seconds)

3. System would have short term power ~1 minute so that the system could run even when the power brick is pulled away
Design

Block Diagram

System this report is based off of uses only wireless power transmitting and scrapped solar and battery (We might need to change this depending on efficiency of power transmission)

**Figure 1.5** Shows a block diagram for the initially proposed unit

**Subsystems:**

Power: Located next to the RFID scanner under the pad on the outside, this power receiver will be the main power component to the door locking system. When the RFID tag and power bank combo are pressed onto the door, this receiver will draw power from the bank and power the
door system. The power receiver will be in charge of regulating voltage to the operating circuit containing things such as a motor, speakers, microcontroller etc. and the component requiring the highest input voltage is the RFID scanner needing a 5 V difference to work. Using the LP5912-EP allows for a linear regulated output of 5 Volts DC. This linear regulator requires an input voltage of 6.5 V to maintain a 5 V DC output. Meaning the power transmitter will need to transmit 6.5 V peak waves across to the receiver. Since the goal is to keep the transmitter small and sleek using smaller batteries stacked in series such as this 3.7V 500mAh Lithium Polymer mini rechargeable battery the power supply could reach a 6.5 V input on the transmitter coil. However, induction coil properties shown in equation 1.1 allows the transmitter to not require as much input voltage to output higher at the receiver.

\[
\frac{V_p}{V_s} = \frac{N_p}{N_s} \quad \text{Equation 1.1}
\]

Meaning for a higher secondary voltage (aka voltage in receiver) there must be an increase in the number of turns in the secondary (receiver) coil. Using this info, a smaller input voltage and keep the transmitter pack smaller and more sleek for a user to carry with them.

Tolerance analysis also shows the maximum power needed for components such as microcontroller, rfid scanner, and motor to operate is 6.5484 W. This is fleshed out more in tolerance analysis on power and current draw for each component but peak power and current values for each component is added up below.

\[
P_{\text{peak}} = 5.76 \text{ W} + 450 \text{ mW} + 18.4 \text{ mW} + 320 \text{ mW} = 6548.4 \text{ mW} = 6.5484 \text{ W}
\]
\[
I_{\text{peak}} = 1200 \text{ mA} + 4.6 \text{ mA} + 160 \text{ mA} + 150 \text{ mA} = 1514.6 \text{ mA} = 1.5146 \text{ A}
\]

Induction charging usually shows a loss of around 30-50% loss in power during transmission across induction coils. Meaning the power transmitter will need to be able to put around 9.3548 to 13.0968 W through the transmitter coil for enough power to be on the receiver end for the circuit to operate at peak power draw. One thing to be aware of is the peak current draw is at 1.5146 amps when everything is turned on, meaning voltage regulator, induction coils and
capacitors must be able to operate at that level for a possibly extended period of time (10-20 seconds) if necessary.

RFID Scanner: Will be mounted on the outside of the door, will receive RFID tag signal and send that data to the pcb/microcontroller located on the inside of the door. It is powered by the power receiver. The circuit shown below in the circuit schematics section will be the power to the load circuit where all our computation and microcontroller lie including the RFID scanner. The **MLX90109EDC-AAA-000-RE** shows a 5 V steady input requirement for this scanner as discussed previously.

LED’s and Speaker: Are located on the outside of the door unit on the external portion of the casing. These LED’s and speakers will provide feedback if the door was unlocked or not. LED’s will flash green or red and the speaker will play a distinct success or failure noise.

Servo Motor: This is the main mechanical component of the lock as it will turn the deadbolt lock into the unlocked position. It is located inside the door and will be powered on on a successful RFID tag scan. It will then push the rotating portion of the deadbolt until the door is unlocked. The **Pololu Corporation 3426** works at 5 volts which is the same as the 5 V RFID scanner. Meaning if the voltage to our load is 5 V there should be no problem turning this motor on and off as long as said voltage is maintained when this motor is powered on and off which should be possible with implementation of voltage regulator. This servo also contains an encoder that gives positional feedback so that the lock can freely rotate and the microcontroller can also determine whether it needs to turn the servo left or right to lock or unlock the door on activation based on current position.

Microcontroller: The main component on the indoor unit, this microcontroller will be powered on when the power receiver is powered and will receive the RFID tag at the same time it is powered on. It will determine if the tag is a valid tag to unlock the door and will instruct the linear actuator to turn the deadbolt as well as instruct the outdoor LED and speaker to display proper colors and noises. Our current microcontroller will draw 2.2-3.6V (minimum voltage is
-0.3V and maximum voltage is 5.5V) at an operating current of 27 mA in run-mode. If operating in standby, current consumption will can drop as low as 2 microA.

Indoor Programming Buttons: Since this unit is meant for people renting, roommates are a likely scenario or even caregivers who may want ease of access when this unit is installed. Therefore the indoor portion of the unit will have buttons to add new RFID tags as users to the door as well as removing and setting users as temporary access.

Circuit Schematics
Figure 1.6 Is an LC oscillator circuit using a N-type mosfet and coil as an inductor

Transmitter:
The circuit pictured above in Figure 1.6 features an LC oscillator using a N-type mosfet and freewheeling diode with values not yet confirmed but will be referenced to indicate specific parts to note. Shown outlined in green is the LC tank where voltage and current is traded off between the inductor coil and the capacitor. This will either have a voltage across the capacitor or the power will be stored as a field within the loop. To start, the 220 nF capacitor will begin to change until the voltage at Vcc and Vp2 are similar (Vp2 should be slightly lower at this point since there will be a drop across the inductor coil). Mosfet drain D will also act as an open circuit since there is not enough difference across gate and source for it to drain making D high voltage and Vp2 low voltage. Once Vp2 has reached a threshold there will now be a voltage difference across the mosfet G and S, gate to ground so D will now drain through mosfet to S. This turns D to low voltage since it is shorted to ground and flips current across the inductor coil as the 4.7nF capacitor discharges. In turn Vp2 will drop as capacitors discharge causing voltage difference from G and S to drop and shut off mosfet and repeat this cycle. Again, one big thing to look out for here is making sure the coils are rated for the amount of power required (9.3548 to 13.0968 W) since peak power draw will pull a lot more current through to the system.

The diode path just shows when the circuit is on, which is not necessary for our final circuit but will be a useful connection point for visual troubleshooting when testing the circuit.
**Figure 1.7** Shows the wireless power inductance coil for receiving power and how it will be turned into a DC wave for components to be used.

Transceiver:

Looking now at the receiver it can be broken down into a few sections. The first being the full bridge rectifier. Knowing our transmitter coil oscillates as a sine wave, the receiver coil voltage will oscillate with a similar wave shown below in **Figure 1.8**. Designating when the P1 of the circuit is a positive voltage as a forward signal when the voltage shown in **Figure 1.8** is positive the circuit has a forward signal. This means that both diodes D2 and D3 are forward conducting and will make P1 a positive voltage and P2 0 volts. This results in P3 also being a positive voltage since D4 is not forward biased. Inversely, when the voltage in the loops flips due to the AC nature of the transceiver receiver relationship, D4 and D1 will now be forward biased making P1 0 volts, and P2 a positive voltage again leaving P3 at a positive voltage due to D4’s forward bias and D2’s shut off.

**Figure 1.8** Is the AC voltage measure across P1 and P2.
After this full bridge rectification is implemented the voltage behavior at P3 is shown below in Figure 1.9

![Graph showing the rectified voltage at P3](image1.png)

**Figure 1.9** Is the rectified voltage at P3

Looking at the portion boxed in green in Figure 1.7 focuses now on the filtering system. Figure 1.4 shows an $|\text{Sin}(x)|$ wave but this wave still drops to 0 and fluctuates. The two capacitors in parallel act like filtering systems where they will charge to the voltage peaks of each sin wave and when the voltage begins to drop, those capacitors will begin to discharge. The capacitor on the left will discharge normally from P3 down to ground, but the one on the right is polarized meaning it will discharge through the capacitor on the left keeping the voltage at P3 similar to its peak voltage as shown below in Figure 1.9

![Graph showing P3 voltage with capacitor filtering implemented](image2.png)

**Figure 1.10** Shows P3 voltage with capacitor filtering implemented
Finally, boxed in purple is the output voltage regulation. Depending on how much voltage can be pulled from the induction system, this regulator will likely be an LDO or possibly an LDO in combination with a step up or step down regulator. Looking at operating ranges for the linear regulator picked out for this project so far shown in Figure 1.11, once the input voltage hits a certain value known as the group out voltage or threshold voltage, the linear voltage regulator will hold a steady voltage. However, if the input voltage falls below the drop out voltage, the output voltage will drop to zero semi-slowly. That is why there is another polarized capacitor here as it will charge up and once the voltage regulator output drops to zero, this capacitor will discharge through the circuit creating a softer turn off for the components.

![Figure 1.11](image)

**Figure 1.11** Is the output as a function of input voltage of the LP5912-EP voltage regulator

**Tolerance analysis:**

Battery:

Since our system is not connected to a wall socket it will have to be battery powered in some fashion. The current design shows a battery pack sending power from the portable power supply to the door mounted unit. We can measure both how much power the induction wireless power transmitter sends, and how much power the induction wireless power receiver gets/power needed to run the circuit. To do this we can measure the current out of the battery and voltage difference across battery output using equation 1.2.

\[ P = IV \]

Equation 1.2
Knowing the power consumption per-use of our system, we can divide the power capacity of the battery by per use power for total uses before battery recharge/device failure occurs shown by equation 1.3.

\[
\text{TotalUses} = \frac{P_{pc}}{P_{pu}} \quad \text{Equation 1.3}
\]

Motor:
Another main component and moving part on the unit is the servo motor. Servo motors are used in a variety of applications which range from low to high intensity with optimal and suboptimal working conditions. Motors can last anywhere from a year on the short end to up to 20-30 years on the high end depending on a few factors. The main points of failure for servo motors are current draw, ball bearings giving out, motor speed, and environment conditions such as humidity and temperature.

Since the unit is designed to be used in rental properties and the servo is located on the inside of the door, the ideal conditions 25 celsius or 77 Fahrenheit will be the most likely operating conditions. Due to the nature of the product the power to the components themselves will be inconsistent meaning lots of impulse current however, the design of the power transmitter and receiver circuit are built to ramp up powering on and off the circuit including the motor so it should be protected from any damage in terms of current spikes. However, all mechanical components are susceptible to wear and tear over time, especially ball bearings.

Most major OEM’s for servos rate their servos for around an average of 20,000 working hours. Assuming a user will use their key for both lock and unlocking with the servo, it should take ~3 seconds on average to rotate the door lock. Converting 20,000 working hours to seconds by multiplying by 60 min/hour *60 seconds/min gives us a total of 72,000,000 working seconds. Assuming ~5 seconds to unlock and another ~5 to lock each time the door is used. Since no studies have been done on how many times the average person leaves and returns to their house a day a reasonable assumption is 4 times a day, leaving for work or school is a lock and unlock on both leaving and return and then again running errands or going out for personal reasons is another lock and unlock on both leaving and returning. Giving 4 Exits per day * 5 seconds per
turn * 2 turns per exit = 40 seconds of working time per day. Dividing 72,000,000 total working seconds by 40 seconds/day = 1,800,000 days divided by 365 days/year gives ~4,932 years which is an incredibly unlikely number of years for any commercial product to last. Even running continuously for 24 hours a day 20,000 working hours translates to ~833 days or ~2.3 years.

More likely, the casing and infrastructure around the servo motor such as the unit buttons will wear down, rechargeable batteries will need to be replaced or electrical components will burn out before the servo stops working. However, this means the unit when made out of other quality materials in terms of casing, circuit components and care should last a customer throughout college or through a few years living through apartments before fixes or a new unit needs to be considered.

Power Draw:
Starting by looking at Servo
Servo motor we are using is the Pololu FS5115M. Looking at the datasheet, operating at 4.8 V which is what we will be operating at there is a passive current draw of 5mA. When running it pulls a current of 160 mA. However, the stall current is 1200 mA (1.2A). 1.2 A is peak amperage and motors should have this amperage and a little over just in case. This peak amperage is usually hit upon start-up or when it starts to stall when turning a door lock and when the motor receives physical resistance from the lock. Since we need to account for this we need to be able to supply 1.2A at 5 V. This has both an idle, peak and operating current. Using equation 1.2 again.

\[
\text{P}_{\text{idle}} = 5\text{mA} \times 4.8\text{V} = 24\text{ mW}
\]
\[
\text{P}_{\text{peak}} = 1.2\text{A} \times 4.8\text{ V} = 5.76\text{ W}
\]
\[
\text{P}_{\text{operating}} = 160\text{ mA} \times 4.8\text{ V} = 768\text{ mW}
\]

Next we look at MicroController. We are using the STM32F103C8T6 microcontroller. Absolute maximum ratings for voltage is 4.0 Volts across the microcontroller and an operating range of 2 to 3.6 V. We will likely keep an operating voltage of around 3.0 V. Maximum current into the
A microcontroller is 150 mA. Assuming we operate at maximum current to give us extra breathing room in case we do operate there P=IV = 3.0V * 150mA = 450 mW.

Finally looking at the RFID tag reader datasheet the operating voltage between 3.1 and 5.5 V. Likely the operating voltage will be kept at 4.0 volts. The reading unit and antennae unit use 1.8 and 2.8 mA respectively for a total of 4.6 mA for the RFID tag reader and antenna. P=IV for unit and antennae = 4.6mA*4.0V = 18.4 mW.

Additional components: Our circuit will have LED's as well for visual feedback to the user. No specific research has been done on LED types but a guess of around 8 LED's will be used for our unit. LED's draw an average of around 20 mA on the high end at a voltage of around 2.0 volts on average. Using 8LEDs * 20 mA per LED = 160 mA total. P=IV at 2 volts is 320 mW total for LEDs.

Putting this all together for an idle, peak and operating power draw depending on motor function.

\[
P_{idle} = 24 \text{ mW} + 450 \text{ mW} + 18.4 \text{ mW} + 320 \text{ mW} = 812.4 \text{ mW} = .8124 \text{ W}
\]
\[
I_{idle} = 5 \text{ mA} + 4.6 \text{ mA} + 160 \text{ mA} + 150 \text{ mA} = 319.6 \text{ mA} = .3196 \text{ A}
\]
\[
P_{operating} = 768 \text{ mW} + 450 \text{ mW} + 18.4 \text{ mW} + 320 \text{ mW} = 1574.4 \text{ mW} = 1.5744 \text{ W}
\]
\[
I_{operating} = 160 \text{ mA} + 4.6 \text{ mA} + 160 \text{ mA} + 150 \text{ mA} = 474.6 \text{ mA} = .4745 \text{ A}
\]
\[
P_{peak} = 5.76 \text{ W} + 450 \text{ mW} + 18.4 \text{ mW} + 320 \text{ mW} = 6548.4 \text{ mW} = 6.5484 \text{ W}
\]
\[
I_{peak} = 1200 \text{ mA} + 4.6 \text{ mA} + 160 \text{ mA} + 150 \text{ mA} = 1514.6 \text{ mA} = 1.5146 \text{ A}
\]

Peak power and current needs to be our main focus on determining what our circuit can handle since the circuit needs to be able to reach and operate at its max power requirements.

**Ethical Guidelines:**
The team is committed to following the IEEE code of Ethics as well as the ACM code of ethics during the entirety of the development of the project. This project aims at providing a safe way for users to secure their apartments and homes. The IEEE Code of Ethics states that the “safety, health, and welfare of the public” must be a priority. Because our project centers around security, we will make sure to perform accurate and extensive testing to ensure that the project does not fail the user. Ways this could happen include unexpected dead battery, not recognizing the RFID tag, and failing to register other RFID tags. During development we will test and ensure that the system can detect low battery levels. This way the user knows and can take action once they know the scanner is low on battery and not be randomly surprised. We also added a speaker that will work to alert the user when an RFID tag has been added and when an RFID tag has not been successfully added. If an RFID tag has not been successfully added, the user will be alerted and can try adding the RFID tag again.

Aside from this, this locking mechanism is built to add on to the door lock security, not replace it, so the actual keyhole will remain exposed to be used normally with the original key, this way landlords will not get locked out of their tenants unit or any user wishing to use a key can still do so if the RFID scanner fails.

There is one mechanical component to this project. We will be using a motor to help turn the door lock once the RFID has been scanned. In order to prevent the user from being hurt by the turning of the lock, we will be using a motor with an encoder to ensure the speed of the motor is set at a slow rate that will prevent all users from being accidentally pinched by motor or lock movement.

Because the rest of the project is heavy in electronics, there is an electrical hazard to the user. Knowing this, the project is designed to protect the user and electronics by ensuring that any electrical pieces are completely encased inside the unit. Since the user's body will come close to the motor which pulls a decently high voltage and current there is always the possibility of shock. To add in extra safety precautions there will be an extra layer of rubber encasing around the motor and the wires connected to the motor in order to add an extra level of protection to the user.
Other ways we will sustain proper ethical protocol is by recording everything in the engineering notebook, cleaning our lab station after use in the 445 lab, and accepting all errors and criticism during and after development of the project.
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